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Participant Reference in Kagayanen

Carol Jean Pebley

Summer Institute of Linguistics

0. Introduction

This paper describes how participants are referred to in Kagayanen narratives,
including how they are introduced initially and referred to subsequently.11 The basis of this
study is twenty narrative texts chosen for their naturalness, length and narrator so that
there would be a variety of narrator style. Ten of the texts are biographies or narrations of
contemporary happenings and ten are traditional narratives.22 Of the biographies, five were
written at a writers� workshop on Cagayancillo and five were narrated and recorded on
magnetic tape in response to requests for Kagayanen stories. Of the traditional narratives,
three were written at the same writers� workshop, two were written in response to requests
for Kagayanen stories, three were narrated in response to a request for Kagayanen stories,
and two were told to two Kagayanen pre-school-age children. Each text is long enough to
illustrate the progression of referencing of a variety of participants and the progression of a
plot. There are ten different narrators of these stories with seven different narrators for the
biographies and six for the traditional ones.

In order to select the texts to be studied I asked my language assistant, a Kagayanen
woman in her mid twenties, to read many narrative texts. This woman had no prior
knowledge of these stories. After she read each one I asked her to classify it either as a
contemporary happening or a traditional story. Then I picked ten of the best from each of
the two classes. The language assistant read each narrative again and I asked her what
happened in the story so that she would get it well in mind. Then I went through a list of
participants and props asking the language assistant if each one was important to the story
or not. On the basis of the assistant�s responses to these questions, the participants and
props were grouped for analysis into major participants, minor participants, major props
and minor props. Chart 1 shows the number of participants and props classified by the
language assistant.

Ó 1999 Linguistic Society of the Philippines and Summer Institute of Linguistics

Studies in Philippine Languages and Cultures
Volume 10, Number 2, pp. 21�49

1 An early draft of this paper was written at a discourse workshop led by Thomas and Doris Payne in
August 1990 at the Summer Institute of Linguistics' southern center in the Philippines, Nasuli. I am
deeply indebted to Doris Payne for her help and suggestions. Mary Ruth Wise made many helpful
suggestions during the preparation of this present version. I am also grateful to Louise MacGregor
and Jacqueline Huggins for their helpful comments on the examples; any errors remaining are
mine.

2 The texts were collected by Louise MacGregor and Jacqueline Huggins.
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Chart 1. Number of participants and props in the narratives

Biographies Traditional
narratives

Totals

Major Participants 18 22 40
Major Props 3 3 6
Minor Participants 56 14 70
Minor Props 84 49 133

In section 1 we will see that the first mention of major participants and major props is
the most distinct. In biographies major participants are more frequently introduced in the
first sentence as initiators of the action in verbal clauses either as Agent of a transitive
clause or Theme of an active intransitive clause and in traditional narratives in
prepositional phrases in thematic nonverbal clauses. (See �A Sketch of Kagayanen Clause
Structures,� elsewhere in this volume, for a description of clause types in Kagayanen.)
Major props are more frequently first mentioned in indefinite possessive existential clauses
with embedded verbal clauses. Minor participants and minor props are first mentioned in
verbal clauses anywhere in the text. Minor props occur more frequently in oblique phrases
in verbal clauses. The basic pattern for subsequent references to participants is to use the
weakest overt device which will enable the addressee to distinguish which participant is
referred to (see section 2.1). Noun phrases are fronted at the beginning of important
sections in the narrative (see section 2.4).

1. Introduction of Participants and Props

Participants and props differ in that, generally speaking, participants are animate
while props are inanimate; they are also treated differently in Kagayanen stories. The
major participants33 are basically who the story is about and they occur throughout the
story or a large part of the story. Both major participants and props are essential and
significantly affect the plot of the story. Without one of the major participants/props the
plot could not have progressed as it did. In contrast minor participants/props are not
essential to the plot and they appear momentarily.

In section 1.1 identifiable and unidentifiable participants and props are discussed.
Section 1.2 describes the introduction of major participants; section 1.3 the introduction of
minor participants; section 1.4 the introduction of major props; and section 1.5 the
introduction of minor props.

22 Carol Jean Pebley

3 This study does not distinguish between central major participants and noncentral major ones.
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1.1. Identifiable and Unidentifiable Participants and Props

Participants and props can also be categorized as identifiable or unidentifiable.
Identifiable participants and props are referentially accessible to the narrator and the
addressee. They are referred to, both in their introduction and subsequent reference, with
definite noun phrases. These may be noun phrases that are either inherently definite such
as demonstrative or personal pronouns, proper nouns, nonspecific nouns such as ambient
nouns, nouns with unique references and nouns that are part of the scenario or not
inherently definite but marked for definiteness, e.g. common nouns marked with
demonstrative or possessive adjectives. Definite noun phrases can be: an absolutive or a
nonabsolutive noun phrase in a verbal clause, a topic noun phrase of an equative clause, a
topic noun phrase of a definite existential clause, a topic noun phrase of a possessive
existential clause, a fronted noun phrase in a cleft construction or a definite noun phrase in
the comment of an equative clause. (For a more detailed discussion of definiteness and
noun phrases see �Kagayanen Enclitic Demonstratives� elsewhere in this volume.)

Unidentifiable participants and props may be nonreferential or referential indefinite.
In other words they are not accessible to the addressee. Therefore, when they are
introduced they are more distinctly marked than identifiable ones. Unidentifiable
participants are introduced in indefinite noun phrases. Indefinite noun phrases are
nonabsolutive noun phrases such as an ergative or genitive phrase modified by the
determiner isya �a certain/one� (examples 1�2),44 or an oblique phrase not marked for
definiteness nor inherently definite (example 3), or a noun phrase in an indefinite
existential clause (examples 4�8). Nonreferential indefinite participants and props and
referential indefinite props are introduced in oblique phrases.
(1) Pagdagsa ta sakong ta baybay nakita

pag=dagsa ta sakong ta baybay na=kita
GER=beach GEN whale OBL beach STAT,TH,R=see
ta isya man na mama.
ta isya man na mama
ERG certain also LK man
�A certain (other) man saw the beaching of the whale on the shore.� (B10)55

(2) ...nakamati kay ta kagi
naka=mati kay ta kagi
ACT,AG,R,APT=hear 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL voice

ta isya na yupan...
ta isya na yupan
GEN certain LK bird
�... we heard the voice of a certain bird...� (B9)

Participant Reference in Kagayanen 23

4 Isya has two meanings: the number �one� and an adjective �a certain�. It is glossed as to its meaning
in a given example. Isya in an existential clause (not a verbal clause) marks a participant/prop as
major (see example 2).

5 The texts from which examples were taken are identified in parentheses after the translation. The
letter �B� means biography and �T� traditional narrative. The numbers correspond to the numbers
of the texts listed in the appendix to this paper.
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(3) Masampet kay ta balay ya,
ma=sampet kay ta balay ya
ACT,TH,IRR,APT=came.upon 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL house DEF,F
gainsa kay ta ittaw ta balay daw
ga=insa kay ta ittaw ta balay daw
ACT,AG,R=ask 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL person GEN house if
madyo pa bario danen.
madyo pa bario danen
far INC village 3,PL,GEN
�When we came upon the house, we asked a person of the house if their village was still
far away.� (B6)

Since referential indefinite participants/props cannot occur in absolutive noun
phrases, they are introduced in indefinite existential clauses when their role would
typically occur in an absolutive noun phrase. If the role is Theme or Agent of an intransitive
verb (examples 4�5) or Agent in an antipassive construction (example 6), the clause is a
basic indefinite existential clause with a relative clause; the participant introduced is the
topic noun phrase. When the role is Theme of a transitive verb (example 7) or Location in
an applicative construction (example 8), the clause is an indefinite possessive existential
clause with an embedded verbal clause; the participant/prop is the comment noun phrase
of this clause.
(4) Na naan kay ta kambiraan may isya

na naan kay ta kambira=an may isya
when SPAT,DEF 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL feast=place EXT.INDEF certain
na bai na gasagpon.
na bai na ga=sagpon
LK woman LK ACT,TH,R=pregnant
�When we were at the feast there was a certain woman who was pregnant.� (B2)

(5) May mama na gasakay ta kabaw.
may mama na gasakay ta kabaw
EXT,INDEF man LK ACT,AG,R=ride OBL carabao
�There was a man riding a carabao.�66

(6) May isya man na geles ta siya.
may isya man na ga=eles ta siya
EXT,INDEF one also LK ACT,AG,R=borrow OBL chair
�There was another one who borrowed a chair.� (T1)

24 Carol Jean Pebley

6 Examples 5 and 8 were elicited since there were none of these constructions in the texts used for
this study.
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(7) Tapos, may nakita kanen na ittaw.
tapos may na=kita kanen na ittaw
then EXT,INDEF STAT,TH,R=see 3,SG,ABS LK person
�Then, he77 saw a person.� (B7) (Lit: �Then, there was something he saw which was a
person.�)

(8) May pasakayan kanen na kabaw.
may pa=sakay=an kanen na kabaw
EXT,INDEF ACT,LOC,R=ride__ 3,SG,ABS LK carabao
�He rode a carabao.� (Lit: �There was something he rode which was a carabao.�)

If the narrator determines that a participant/prop is identifiable to himself but not to
the addressee, the first mention may occur in a definite noun phrase with an embedded
relative clause in order to help identify the participant, as in example 9.
(9) Juan Favila na ame na lolo

Juan Favila na ame na lolo
Juan Favila LK 1,PL,EX,POSS LK grandfather
galarga na abutan ta bagyo.
ga=larga na abot=an ta bagyo
ACT,TH,R=travel LK arrive=STAT,LOC,R OBL typhoon
�Juan Favila, who is our grandfather, went on a trip and was overtaken by a typhoon.�
(B10)

1.2. Introduction of Major Participants

The introduction of major participants in biographies will be discussed first in 1.2.1
and then their introduction in traditional narratives in 1.2.2. Only with major participants
is this distinction between biographies and traditional narratives significant for the
discussion of participant reference.

1.2.1. Introduction of Major Participants in Biographies

There were 18 participants classified as major in the biographies. The first mention of
13 (72%) of these major participants is in a verbal clause. Example 10 illustrates the first
mention of the major participants who are the narrator and her companions. They are
referred to with the first person plural pronoun in a verbal clause.
(10) Naabutan kay ta bagyo

na=abot=an kay ta bagyo
STAT,LOC,R=arrive=___ 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL typhoon

Participant Reference in Kagayanen 25

7 Since gender is not distinguished in third person pronoun, �he� or �she� in the free translation comes
from the context.
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naan ta laod.
naan ta laod
SPAT OBL open.sea
�We were overtaken by a typhoon on the open sea.� (B4)

The high frequency with which major participants are first mentioned in verbal
clauses results from the strong tendency to start out immediately with action in a
biography. Furthermore, in most of these biographies there is no need for a descriptive
introduction of the major participants since they are identifiable. Of the 13 major
participants that are introduced in verbal clauses, 9 are initiators of the action, actors or
experiencers.

Five major participants are introduced in a construction other than a verbal clause, as
shown in chart 2. The first mention as the topic of an indefinite possessive clause is a
comment by the narrator who is also the major participant that she had an experience
which she will not forget. The first mention in an equative descriptive clause is a statement
of the setting of the story � when the narrator was small. Thus, even though biographies
tend to begin with the action line, statements giving the setting or background of the story
may occur before the action line begins.

Chart 2. Constructions in which major participants are introduced in biographies

In summary, the majority of major participants in biographies are identifiable and
tend to be first mentioned as actors or experiencers in verbal clauses.

1.2.2. Introduction of Major Participants in Traditional Narratives

There were 22 major participants in the traditional narratives. Of these 19 (86%) are
first mentioned in thematic clauses. Example 11 illustrates a typical thematic clause; it is
the first mention of the major participant patay na ittaw �a dead person�.

26 Carol Jean Pebley

IDENTIFIABLE
Definite NP in verbal clause 12
Topic of indefinite possessive existential clause 1
Topic of equative descriptive clause 1

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Indefinite NP in verbal clause 1
Topic of basic indefinite existential clause 1

NOT INCLUDED IN THE COUNT
English title 2
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(11) Isturya parti ta patay na ittaw na gabalik.
isturya parti ta patay na ittaw na ga=balik
story about OBL dead LK person LK ACT,TH,R=return
�A story about a dead person who came back.� (T8)

Five abbreviated thematic clauses occur in the corpus: one without the topic noun
phrase, three without the preposition and one without both the topic and the preposition.
The latter is just a noun phrase as illustrated in example 12.
(12) Manalamen Na Mga Manakem Ta Timpo Ta Gubat

ma-nalam=en na mga manakem ta timpo ta gubat
AJR=know=___ LK PLM elderly.person OBL time POSS attacker
�Wise Elderly People at the Time of the �Attackers�� (T10)

Three major participants in the traditional narratives are first mentioned in
constructions other than a thematic clause, as shown in chart 3.

Chart 3. Constructions in which major participants
are introduced in traditional narratives

Two of these exceptions occurred in a narrative embedded in an explanation of where
the sampagita �Nyctanthes flower� came from. Since the thematic clause introduces the
topic �where the sampagita flower came from�, the major participant magsawa �married
couple� is introduced in a basic indefinite existential clause (example 13) in the same way
that unidentifiable major participants are introduced in biographies. Note, however, that
since the noun is plural the adjective isya �a certain� does not occur.
(13) Ta isya na lugar may magsawa na lugay

ta isya na lugar may mag=sawa na lugay
OBL certain LK place EXT.INDEF REL=spouse LK long.time

Participant Reference in Kagayanen 27

IDENTIFIABLE
Definite oblique NP of verbal clause 1

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Thematic clause 19
Topic of basic indefinite existential clause 1
Indefinite oblique phrase in verbal clause 1
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makabata.
maka=bata
ACT,AG,IRR,APT=give.birth
�In a certain place there was a couple who were married a long time before they were
able to have a child.� (T5)

The other major participant in this embedded narrative bata �child� is first mentioned
in an oblique phrase in a verbal clause (example 14). Notice the adjective isya in the
oblique phrase indicating that this is an unidentifiable participant.
(14) Patagan danen ta isya na bata

pa=atag=an danen ta isya na bata
ACT,LOC,R=give=____ 3,PL,ABS OBL certain LK child
na bai na sikad na dayaw.
na bai na sikad na dayaw
LK female LK very LK beautiful
�(He) gave them a female child who was very beautiful.� (T5)

In another story the major participants,mga bata �children�, are also first mentioned in
an oblique phrase in a verbal clause. However, this is a definite reference because of their
relationship to other major participants who had already been introduced (example 15).
Notice that even though these major participants are not introduced in a thematic clause,
the clause is subordinated to one.
(15) May isturya a man parti ta patay na

may isturya a man parti ta patay na
EXT.INDEF story 1,SG,ABS also about OBL dead LK
gauli tak gapasuso nang ta iya
ga=uli tak ga=pa=suso nang ta iya
ACT,TH,R=return because ACT,AG,R=CAUS=nurse only OBL 3,SG,POSS
na mga bata na sapping o kapid.
na mga bata na sapping o kapid
LK PLM child LK Siamese88 or twin
�I also have a story about a dead person who returned because (she) nursed her children,
Siamese twins or twins.� (T8)

In summary, as shown in chart 3, major participants in traditional narratives tend to
be unidentifiable and are usually introduced in thematic clauses.

1.3. Introduction of Minor Participants

Minor participants have little significance to the overall plot and occur only briefly in
the story. They may be first mentioned in the setting of a story but only after the first

28 Carol Jean Pebley

8 This word is used primarily to refer to Siamese twins, but it is also used for twins in general and for
any extra attached part, e.g. a sixth finger.
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mention of the major participants, especially the major participant fromwhose perspective
the story is narrated.

No difference has been found in how minor participants are first mentioned in
biographies and in traditional narratives. Furthermore, minor participants and minor
props are first mentioned in similar ways. There are 70 minor participants in the narratives
with 56 in the ten biographies and 14 in the ten traditional narratives. The ways in which
they are first mentioned are shown in chart 4. Of the 70 minor participants, 56 are first
mentioned in verbal clauses. The difference in the numbers of minor participants occurring
in the different roles in the verbal clauses is insignificant. Thirty occurred as initiators of
the action and 26 occurred in noninitiator roles.

Of the 70 minor participants 58 are already identifiable at their first mention. They
are identifiable by their relation to a another definite participant, the scenario, uniqueness
or common knowledge of speaker and addressee.

Chart 4. Constructions in which minor participants are introduced

An identifiable minor participant is usually introduced with a definite noun phrase in
a verbal clause, as in example 16. An unidentifiableminor participant is usually introduced
either with an indefinite noun phrase in a verbal clause or as topic of a basic indefinite
existential clause.

VERB ERG ABS
(16) ...paumaw ko ake na kabataan na,

pa=umaw ko ake na kabataan na
ACT,TH,R=call 1,SG,ERG 1,SG,POSS LK children LK

Participant Reference in Kagayanen 29

IDENTIFIABLE
Definite NP in verbal clause 51
Topic of equative descriptive clause 3
Topic of equative location clause 3
Topic of definite existential clause 1

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Indefinite NP in verbal clause 5
Topic of basic indefinite existential clause 4
Comment of an indefinite possessive existential clause 2
Cleft construction 1
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�Manaw kaw di.�
m=panaw kaw di
ACT,TH,IRR=come 2,PL,AVS D1,A,G
�... I called my children, �Come (PL) here.�� (B2)

The indefinite possessive existential clause in example 17 occurred at the beginning of
the narrative in the setting and is part of the background or collateral information. (This
indefinite possessive existential clause is different than the indefinite possessive existential
clause with an embedded verbal clause mentioned in section 1.1 in that this clause actually
states possession or relationship.)

TOPIC COMMENT
(17) Danen i ubos may sawa.

danen i ubos may sawa
3,PL,ABS DEF,N all EXT.INDEF spouse
�They both had wives.� (T2)

In summary, minor participants are usually identifiable and are most frequently
introduced with definite noun phrases in verbal clauses.

1.4. Introduction of Major Props

Like participants, props can also be major or minor. Major props are used in the story
line in a way that affects the plot; they are essential in the pivotal points of the plot. Minor
props, on the other hand, are incidental and only provide background.

There is a total of 139 props in the 20 narratives, with 87 in the biographies and 52 in
the traditional narratives. The language assistant classified 6 as major props with 3 in the
biographies and 3 in the traditional narratives. The ways in which they are first mentioned
are shown in chart 5.

Chart 5. Constructions in which major props are introduced

All of themajor props are unidentifiable. Of the 6major props, 4 are first mentioned in
indefinite existential clauses. When props are introduced in the comment of an indefinite
possessive existential clause with an embedded verbal clause and the verb is kita �see� or

30 Carol Jean Pebley

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Comment of indefinite possessive existential
clause with embedded verbal clause

3

Topic of basic indefinite existential clause 1
Indefinite oblique phrase in a verbal clause 1
Comment of equative identification clause 1
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mati �hear�, an element of surprise is involved, as illustrated in example 18 by the bird. Of
the 6 major props, 3 occurred in this type of construction.
(18) Pag-angad nay ta apaw ta tyarok,

pag=angad nay ta apaw ta tyarok
GER=look.up 1,PL,EX,GEN OBL top OBL mast
COMMENT TOPIC COMMENT
may nakita kay na isya na yupan.
may na=kita kay na isya na yupan
EXT.INDEF ACT,TH,R=see 1,PL,EX,ABS LK certain LK bird
�When we looked up at the top of mast, we had something we saw which was a certain
bird.� (B4)

Two major props are introduced in other constructions. One major prop blawan �gold�
is first mentioned in an identification clause reporting what a participant said in surprise
when he saw the gold (example 19). It is possible that the possessive existential clause did
not occur in order to increase the suspense. However, when I inserted a possessive
existential clause in the story before this identification clause, the language assistant felt
that it sounded much better.
(19) Pasil-ing din kon daw ambal din

pa=sil-ing din kon daw ambal din
ACT,TH,R=peek 3,SG,ERG RS and say 3,SG,ERG
�Blawan man ni a.�
blawan man ni a
gold also D1,DEM,ABS INJ
�He peeked in (at it) and he said, �This is gold!�� (T2)

The major prop bagyo �typhoon� is first mentioned in an oblique phrase in a verbal
clause (example 20). Even though the bagyo is inanimate it could possibly be given major
participant status because of its major involvement in the plot as the antagonist. Or it may
be that meteorological phenomena are sometimes treated as animate and it is therefore a
major participant rather than a prop.
(20) Naabutan kay ta bagyo

na=abot=an kay ta bagyo
STAT,LOC,R=arrive=___ 1,PL,EX,ABS OBL typhoon
naan ta laod.
naan ta laod
SPAT OBL open.sea
�We were overtaken by a typhoon on the open sea.� (B4)

1.5. Introduction of Minor Props

The language assistant classified 133 props as minor in the 20 stories. Of these 84 are
in the biographies and 49 are in the traditional narratives. No difference has been found in
how minor props are first mentioned in biographies and in traditional narratives.

Participant Reference in Kagayanen 31
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In the texts there are 58 unidentifiable minor props and 75 identifiable minor props.
Unlike major and minor participants and major props the difference is insignificant.

Unidentifiable minor props that are introduced in verbal clauses only occurred in
indefinite oblique phrases. The adjective isya �a certain� does not mark unidentifiable
minor props. Identifiable minor props are introduced in any of the roles of a verbal clause
except as the initiator of the action, as shown in chart 6.

Chart 6. The roles in which minor props are introduced in verbal clauses

IDENTIFIABLE
Definite oblique phrase 39
Absolutive Theme of nonactive intransitive clause 7
Absolutive Theme of transitive clause 12
Absolutive Location 10

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Indefinite oblique phrase 44

Example 21 illustrates an unidentifiable minor prop first mentioned in an indefinite
oblique phrase.
(21) Gakamang kanen i ta bitlag daw linyaan

ga=kamang kanen i ta bitlag daw linya=an
ACT,AG,R=get 3,SG,ABS DEF,N OBL stick and line=ACT,LOC,IRR99

baybay an.
baybay an
beach DEF,M
�He got a stick and made a line on the beach.� (T7)

Minor props that occur in the absolutive Theme role of a nonactive intransitive clause
are often props in a movement or process event. Example 22 illustrates a minor prop layag
�sail� that is in the process of tearing.
(22) Galayag kay nang en na ula nay

ga=layag kay nang en na ula nay
ACT,TH,R=sail 1,PL,EX,ABS only CM LK NEG 1,PL,EX,ERG
nlami daw indi kay punta asta
na=alam=I daw indi kay punta asta
STAT,TH,R=know=___ if where 1,PL,EX,ABS going until

32 Carol Jean Pebley

9 Frequently in Kagayanen in clauses coordinated with the conjunction daw �and,� the verb in the
second clause is irrealis in form but the meaning is realis.
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nang en na gagisi layag i.
nang en na ga=gisi layag i
only CM LK ACT,TH,R=tear sail DEF,N
�We were sailing not knowing where we were going until even the sail tore.� (B4)

Example 23 illustrates a minor prop as absolutive Theme of a transitive clause and
example 24 illustrates one as an absolutive Location.
(23) Mga alas singko ta mapon gambal

mga alas singko ta mapon ga=ambal
approximately o�clock five OBL afternoon ACT,AG,R=say
rais i na bataken kon en pundo an.
rais i na batak=en kon en pundo an
captain DEF,N LK pull.up=ACT,TH,IRR RS CM anchor DEF,M
�About five o�clock in the afternoon the captain said to pull the anchor up.� (B4)

(24) Ta, gainit kon saluguon daen ta isya kawa
ta ga=init kon saluguon daen ta isya kawa
so ACT,AG,R=heat RS servant 3,PL,GEN OBL one wok
daw bulsa din an naugsakan din
daw bulsa din an na=ugsak=an din
and pocket 3,SG,GEN DEF,M ACT,LOC,R=put.inside=___ 2,SG,ERG
kon ta bari na sikad bakod.
kon ta bari na sikad bakod
RS OBL knife LK very big
�So, their servant heated up one wok (of oil) and she put a very big knife in her pocket.�
(T2)

Of the 133 minor props, 112 (84%) were introduced in verbal clauses; of the 112, 83
(74%) occurred in oblique phrases, the most frequent role in which a minor prop is
introduced. In biographies 50 out of 84 minor props occurred in oblique phrases and in
traditional narratives 33 out of 49. Both identifiable and unidentifiable props may occur in
oblique phrases. The majority of the unidentifiable props occurred in oblique phrases of
verbal clauses � 44 out of 58 (76%). Fewer of the identifiable minor props occurred in
oblique phrases, 39 out of 75 (52%).

The first mention of 21 minor props occurred in constructions other than verbal
clauses, as shown in chart 7.
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Chart 7. Constructions in which minor props are introduced

The two cases of basic indefinite existential clauses state the existence of something;
example 25 states the existence of the minor prop, apoy �fire�.
(25) Pabistaan ko tapaan ya

pa=bista=an ko tapa=an ya
ACT,LOC,R=check.on=___ 1,SG,ERG dry.with.fire=place DEF,F
COMMENT TOPIC
daw may apoy pa.
daw may apoy pa
if EXT.INDEF fire INC
�I checked the drying place if there was still a fire.� (B7)

There are two cases of indefinite possessive existential clauses. Example 26 illustrates
the indefinite possessive existential clause indicating a part-whole relationship. Example
27 illustrates the indefinite possessive existential clause indicating possession.
(26) Kasampet kanen ta isya na bakod na

ka=sampet kanen ta isya na bakod na
ACT,TH,R,APT=come.upon 3,SG,ABS OBL one LK big LK
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IDENTIFIABLE
Definite NP in verbal clause 68
Topic of equative descriptive clause 7

UNIDENTIFIABLE
Indefinite oblique NP in verbal clause 44
Topic of basic indefinite existential clause 2
Comment of indefinite possessive existential clause 6
Comment of indefinite possessive existential clause
with embedded verbal clause

2

Comment of equative identification clause 1
Comment of equative location clause 2
Oblique in cleft construction 1
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TOPIC COMMENT
kaoy na may lungag.
kaoy na may lungag
tree LK EXT.INDEF hole
�He came upon a big tree that had a hole.� (T2)

COMMENT TOPIC COMMENT
(27) Bag-o, may bari pa kanen na dala...

bag-o may bari pa kanen na dala
first EXT.INDEF knife also 3,SG,ABS LK carry
�First, he also had a knife that (he) was carrying...� (B7)

Indefinite possessive existential clauses with embedded verbal clauses usually
introduce a major participant/prop. Two minor props, however, are introduced with this
construction but the verb is dala �carry� (example 28), not kita �see� or mati �hear� as with
major props indicating surprise.

TOPIC COMMENT
(28) Uyi lolo i may dala na

uyi lolo i may dala na
D1,DEM,FRNT,ABS,EMPH,G grandfather DEF,N EXT,INDEF carry LK
palamingko.1010

palamingko
knife
�This one who is the grandfather was carrying a knife. (B10) (Lit: This one, the
grandfather, had something he was carrying which was a knife.)�

1.6. Summary

Chart 8 summarizes the most frequent ways that participants and props are
introduced and whether they are more frequently identifiable or unidentifiable. Major
participants in traditional narratives and major props are the most distinct in that they are
most frequently first mentioned in constructions other than in a verbal clause. Of those that
occur in verbal clauses, major participants tend to occur in actor or experiencer roles while
minor props tend to occur in oblique phrases. Minor participants occur in any role in verbal
clauses.
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Chart 8. Constructions in which participants and props are most frequently introduced

Chart 9 shows more detail on the introduction of identifiable and unidentifiable
participants and props. Unidentifiable major and minor participants are introduced
similarly except that minor participants do not have isya �a certain� in the existential clause.

Chart 9. Constructions in which identifiable and unidentifiable
participants and props are most frequently introduced
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PARTICIPANT IDENTIFIABILITY CONSTRUCTION

MAJOR PARTICIPANTS
In biographies Identifiable Initiator of action in verbal

clause
In traditional narratives Unidentifiable NP in prepositional phrase in

thematic clause
MINOR PARTICIPANTS Identifiable Any role in verbal clause
MAJOR PROPS Unidentifiable Indefinite possessive

existential clause with
embedded verbal clause

MINOR PROPS Either Oblique phrase in verbal
clause

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFIABLE UNIDENTIFIABLE

MAJOR PARTICIPANTS
In biographies

In traditional
narratives

Any definite NP
especially initiator
of action

Any definite NP

Indefinite existential clause with isya
Ergative NP with isya

NP in prepositional phrase in
thematic clause

Indefinite existential clause with isya
Ergative NP with isya

MINOR PARTICIPANTS Any definite NP Indefinite existential clause without
isya

Nonabsolutive NP with isya
Any indefinite NP in nonverbal clause

MAJOR PROPS ? Comment of possessive existential
clause with embedded verbal clause

Any indefinite NP
MINOR PROPS Any definite NP,

especially oblique
phrase

Any indefinite NP, especially oblique
phrase
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Chart 10 shows the different roles of participants and props when they are introduced
in verbal clauses. Participants may occur in any of the roles in a verbal clause whether
absolutive or nonabsolutive. Props cannot occur as an initiator of the action.

Chart 10. The roles of participants and props introduced in verbal clauses

2. Tracking of Participants and Props

In this section reference to participants and props after they are introduced, i.e. how
they are tracked, is discussed.

2.1. Tracking of Participants

The basic pattern in Kagayanen is that after a participant is introduced, subsequent
reference is with the weakest possible overt grammatical device that will enable the hearer
to distinguish who is being referred to. Zero reference is not included among the possible
tracking devices since it is not overt and it does not enable the hearer to distinguish who is
being referred to. The special use of zero reference in Kagayanen is discussed in section
2.1.3.

The weakest overt device is one which takes the least effort. It takes less effort for the
speaker to use a pronoun, than a full noun phrase. First, a pronoun is usually
phonologically smaller than a noun phrase; a pronoun may be one or two syllables in
Kagayanen, while a noun phrase may contain several words. Second, a noun phrase is
semantically larger in that it may contain descriptive words, a demonstrative, a count
word, a possessive, etc. Compare:
(29) pronoun: kanen �3,SG,ABS�

noun phrase: magulang din ya �his older.brother DEF,F�

Even a single noun is semantically larger than a pronoun because it is more specific.
For instance, a third person pronoun in Kagayanen can refer to men, women or things since
there is no gender distinction in the pronoun system, but a noun refers to a specific thing or
type of thing. Compare:
(30) pronoun: kanen �he/she/it�

noun: kaoy �bush, plant, tree lumber�

Weaker grammatical devices are used to refer to accessible/continuous
participants/props. An accessible referent is one that is currently in the hearer�s memory.
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Givón (1983:18) presents a scale of grammatical devices from those that are used for more
accessible referents to those that are for less accessible ones in languages in general. A zero
reference, that is, no overt reference, is used for referents at the top of the scale of
accessibility, that is, highly accessible to the hearer. Then in a descending order: unstressed
pronouns, stressed pronouns, different types of noun phrases from definite to indefinite. In
Kagayanen overt referencing, a pronoun is used in tracking a participant who is already
accessible to the hearer whereas when a third person participant is introduced and thus not
as accessible, a noun phrase is used.

2.1.1. Tracking by Pronouns

Asmentioned above, the basic pattern in Kagayanen is that the weakest overt device is
used that will enable the hearer to distinguish which participant is being referred to.
Therefore, if only one participant or one group of participants is on the discourse stage,
then this participant or group of participants will normally be referred to by a pronoun
when there is no other special discourse function nor special meaning involved. Example
31 illustrates the first mention of major participants magsawa �married couple� and
subsequent references to them. Pronouns occur for the subsequent references since they
are the only ones on the discourse stage.
(31) Ta isya na lugar may magsawa na lugay

ta isya na lugar may mag=sawa na lugay
OBL certain LK place EXT.INDEF REL=spouse LK long.time
makabata. Danen i naan
maka=bata danen i naan
ACT,AG,IRR,APT=give.birth 3,PL,ABS DEF,N SPAT,DEF
gaistar ta banwa na madyo ta syudad. Ula mga
ga=istar ta banwa na madyo ta syudad ula mga
ACT,TH,R=reside OBL town LK far OBL city NEG PLM
silingan daw iran na pagpangabui pang-uma.
silingan daw iran na pag=pangabui pang=uma
neighbor and 3,PL,POSS LK GER=living INST=field
Danen i sigi pangamuyo na atagan
danen i sigi pangamuyo na atag=an
3,PL,ABS DEF,N continue pray LK give=ACT,LOC,IRR
kon danen ta bata bisan isya nang daw
kon danen ta bata bisan isya nang daw
RS 3,PL,ABS OBL child even one only and
namatian man ta Dios iran na
na=mati=an man ta Dios iran na
STAT,TH,R=hear=___ also ERG God 3,PL,POSS LK
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pagpangamuyo.
pag=pangamuyo
GER=prayer
�At a certain place there was a couple who were married a long time before (they) were
able to have a child. They lived in a town far from the city. There were no neighbors and
their livelihood was farming. They continually prayed that they would be given a child,
even just one, and God heard their prayers.� (T5)

When more than one participant is on the discourse stage, either major or minor,
pronouns are used when the actors of successive clauses are the same or when there is no
referential competition, i.e. more than one participant that would be semantically
compatible in the clause. If the participants are all third person singular, then there is
referential competition. Only one participant can be referred to with one type of pronoun
in a given clause. For example two participants cannot be referred to with a third person
singular pronoun in the same clause.

Example 32 illustrates the switch of actor in the first two clauses where nouns occur
and the same actor in the third clause where a pronoun occurs. In the first clause it is the
fish that makes his mouth long. In the second clause a different actor, the one collecting
debts, is the one who is unable to force the fish to pay. In the third clause a pronoun occurs
since the actor is the same as in the previous clause. In the third clause it is the one
collecting that goes home.

CLAUSE 1
(32) Dayon palangkawen ta utang-utang iya na

dayon pa=langkaw=en ta CRD=utang iya na
then ACT,TH,R,CAUS=long=___ ERG DIM=debt 3,SG,POSS LK

CLAUSE 2 CLAUSE 3
baba. Gasukot ula gid kaleges. Dayon
baba ga=sukot ula gid ka=leges Dayon
mouth ACT,AG,R=collect NEG INS ACT,AG,APT=force then
uli kanen ya.
uli kanen ya
go.home 3,SG,ABS DEF,F
�Then the (fish called) debt made his mouth long. The one collecting debts was not able
to force (the fish to pay). Then he went home.� (T1)

Pronouns are used for more than one participantwhen there is a contrast in number or
person in the pronouns referring to them. Example 33 illustrates pronouns which contrast
in person and refer to two groups of participants on the discourse stage. This is a
biographical account of a meeting to arrange an engagement. The ones waiting are the
parents of the girl to be engaged and an American man and his companions who came to
watch the proceedings. The ones coming are the man to be engaged and his family.
(33) Siguro mga darwa oras tagtagad nay daw

siguro mga darwa oras CVC=tagad nay daw
maybe about two hour CONT=wait 1,PL,EX,GEN when
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mabot danen an. Mabot danen
m=abot danen an m=abot danen
ACT,TH,IRR=arrive 3,PL,ABS DEF,M ACT,TH,IRR=arrive 3,PL,ABS
an annem na manakem daw darwa na bata. Ta
an annem na manakem daw darwa na bata ta
DEF,M six LK elderly.person and two LK child when
pagbutwa danen ta balay an, �Tagbalay.� �Dayon
pag=butwa danen ta balay an tagbalay dayon
GER=appear 3,PL,GEN OBL house DEF,M owner.of.house come.in
kaw.� Gapanaik en danen an. Gatatawa
kaw ga=panaik en danen an Ga=CV=tawa
2,PL,ABS ACT,TH,R=go.up CM 3,PL,ABS DEF,M ACT,TH,R=CONT=laugh
kay en.
kay en
1,PL,EX,ABS CM
�Maybe about two hours was our waiting (for them) before they arrived. When they
arrived there were six elderly people and two children. When they appeared at the house,
(they said,) �Owner of the house.� (We said,) �Come on in.� They came up. We were
laughing. (B6)

A noun occurs in a na �when� or complement marker or tak �because� subordinate
clause which follows a main clause when the actors are different in the two clauses.
However, the next main clause will have a pronoun even if the actor is the same as the
preceding main clause and different than that in the intervening subordinate clause.
Example 34 illustrates a pronoun in a main clause referring to a girl followed by a
subordinate clause with a noun referring to another person. Then the next main clause
refers to the girl with a pronoun.
(34) Ula din kon nadiparai na may ittaw

ula din kon na=dipara=I na may ittaw
NEG 3,SG,ERG RS STAT,TH,R=notice=___ LK EXT.INDEF person
na galambay daw kakita ki kanen.
na ga=lambay daw ka=kita ki kanen
LK ACT,TH,R=pass and ACT,AG,R,APT=see OBL 3,SG,OBL
Dayon din kon sara tumbuan ya.
dayon din kon sara tumbuan ya
then 3,SG,ERG RS shut window DEF,F
�She did not notice that there was a person who went by and saw her. Then she shut the
window.� (T5)

2.1.2. Tracking by Nouns

Situations where nouns are used to refer to major participants include the following.
Nouns are used to refer to participantswhen there is a switch in actors in successive clauses
and semantic competition at the same time, e.g. two third persons, or if the referential
distance from the last mention of a participant is great and it is re-introduced. Nouns are
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also used in cases when there are special discourse functions such as the beginning of the
three major units of a story � introduction, body, conclusion � and the beginning of a
paragraph even when there is no change in actors. (Paragraph here means a change in
setting such as time or place or a change from a descriptive section back to an event line
section.)

Example 35 illustrates the use of a noun after some referential distance. In the first and
second sentences Badong and Bilas Bebot are referred to with a third person plural
pronoun. They are not referred to in the third to the fifth sentences. Then in the sixth
sentence they are referred to with nouns even though there is no semantic competition.

SENTENCE 1
(35) Pailingan danen dya daw gadala danen

pa=iling=an danen dya daw ga=dala danen
ACT,LOC,R=go=___ 3,PL,ERG D4,A,G and ACT,AG,R=carry 3,PL,ABS

SENTENCE 2
ta flashlight. Ta, tabo man mag-ilaw-ilaw danen
ta flashlight ta tabo man mag=CRD=ilaw danen
OBL flashlight so happen also ACT,AG,IRR=RP=light 3,PL,ABS
unso, gategbeng a unti baybay i.
unso ga=tegbeng a unti baybay i
D4,A,SP ACT,TH,R=descend 1,SG,ABS D1,A,SP beach DEF,N
SENTENCE 3
Salig ko daw kino tak naan a man
salig ko daw kino tak naan a man
thought 1,SG,ERG if who because SPAT,DEF 1,SG,ABS also
galin unso tapaan ya Atong tak
ga=alin unso tapa=an ya Atong tak
ACT,TH,R=from D4,A,SP dry.with.fire=place DEF,F Atong because
yaken gatapa dya man.
yaken ga=tapa dya man
1,SG,ABS,EMPH ACT,AG,R=dry.with.fire D4,A,G also
SENTENCE 4
Pabistaan ko tapaan ya daw
pa=bista=an ko tapa=an ya daw
ACT,LOC,R=check.on=___ 1,SG,ERG dry.with.fire=place DEF,F if

SENTENCE 5
may apoy pa. Ta, gadiritso a nang
may apoy pa ta ga=diritso a nang
EXT.INDEF fire INC so ACT,TH,R=go.straight 1,SG,ABS only

SENTENCE 6
unti en baybay daw malit agas. Lugar na
unti en baybay daw m=palit agas lugar na
D1,A,SP CM beach and ACT,AG,IR=buy kerosene then when
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pag-iling danen, Badong ya unso daw bilas
pag=iling danen Badong ya unso daw bilas
GER=go 3,PL,GEN Badong DEF,F D4,A,SP and sibling.in.law
Bebot, pabistaan danen ittaw ya daw
Bebot pa=bista=an danen ittaw ya daw
Bebot ACT,LOC,R=check.on=___ 3,PL,ERG person DEF,F if
anen pa don.
anen pa don
EXT.DEF INC D3,A,SP
�1. They went there and they were carrying a flashlight. 2. So, it happened while they were
shining (their) light over there, I came down here to the beach. 3. I thought who is that
because I was coming from the drying place of Atong because I was drying (something)
there also. 4. I checked on the drying place to see if there was still a fire. 5. Then I came
straight here to the beach and (I) bought kerosene. 6. Then, when they, Badong and
Brother-in-law Bebot were going there, they were checking on the person if (he) was still
there.� (B7)

The excerpts in example 36 illustrate the use of nouns at major sections in a narrative.
It gives the title of a traditional narrative about two brothers, the first sentence of the
introduction, the first sentence of the body, i.e. the event line, and the first sentence of the
conclusion.

TITLE
(36) Isturya Parti ta Darwa na Mag-utod Manggaranen daw

isturya parti ta darwa na mag=utod manggad=anen daw
story about OBL two LK REL=sibling wealth=AJR and
Imol
imol
poor
�A story about two siblings, one wealthy and one poor.� (T2)
INTRODUCTION
Anduni mamati kaw ta ake i na isturya
anduni ma=mati kaw ta ake i na isturya
now ACT,AG,IRR=hear 2,PL,ABS OBL 1,SG,POSS DEF,N LK story
tenged ta darwa i na mag-utod.
tenged ta darwa i na mag=utod
about OBL two DEF,N LK REL=sibling
�Now listen (PL) to my story about the two siblings.� (T2)
BEGINNING OF STORYLINE� FIRST EVENT
May isya bisis na gapanaw ni,
may isya bisis na ga=panaw ni
EXT.INDEF one time LK ACT,TH,R=walk D1,DEM,ABS
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Mangngod i.
mangngod i
younger.sibling DEF,N
�There was one time that this one, the younger brother, went somewhere.� (T2)
FIRST SENTENCE OF THE CONCLUSION
Nyan en. Isya man na liksyon na parti ta
nyan en isya man na liksyon na parti ta
D2,DEM,ABS CM one also LK lesson LK about OBL
mag-utod.
mag=utod
REL=sibling
�That is all. There is a lesson about the siblings.� (T2)

Example 37 illustrates the use of a noun at the first mention of the participant in the
paragraph. Even though there is no semantic competition since one participant is first
person and the other is third person �Mr. Smith�, a noun is used here instead of a pronoun.
(37) Pagtugpa nay ta landingan ta Iloilo,

pag=tugpa nay ta landingan ta Iloilo
GER=land 1,PL,EX,GEN OBL airstrip OBL Iloilo
gagwa aren man inta en daw gulpi eman
ga=gwa aren man inta en daw gulpi eman
ACT,TH,R=go.out 1,SG,ABS also OPT INC and suddenly again
bellay ake na ginawa. Tenged na naan ta
bellay ake na ginawa tenged na naan ta
difficult 1,SG,POSS LK breath because LK SPAT,DEF OBL
landingan ya sikad na dangga kag pelles en angin
landingan ya sikad na dangga kag pelles en angin
airstrip DEF,F very LK hot and strong CM wind
an. Dayon eman ambal Mr. Smith na, �Malik
an dayon eman ambal Mr. Smith na m=balik
DEF,M then again say Mr. Smith na ACT,TH,IRR=return
ka anay ta iruplano ya.�
ka anay ta iruplano ya
2,SG,ABS first OBL airplane DEF,F
�When we landed on the airstrip in Iloilo, I was about to get out of (the airplane) and
suddenly my breathing became difficult again. Because we were on the airstrip it was
very hot and the wind was strong. Then Mr. Smith said again, �Return (inside) the
airplane.�� (B1)

2.1.3. Tracking by Zero Reference

Zero reference is not overt and has a special marked use. There are several situations
in which participants are �referred� to with zero reference, that is, there is no overt
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reference to that participant in the text, but it is implied from the context. First, zero
reference occurs in the buildup of tension in the plot. In the buildup the action moves fast
and is encoded by shorter clauses with zero reference to the initiator of the action and/or
the Theme of transitive verbs as long as they remain the same. Some nouns and pronouns
are used to distinguish which participant did what to which other participant, but the
obvious references are zero. In example 38 the sea turtle is referred to with a zero
reference. This is the finish of a race, the peak of the storywhere the tension is the greatest.
(38) Ay, pag-abot Ø dya ta putuk-putukan ya ta bungyod,

ay pag=abot Ø dya ta CRD=putok=an ya ta bungyod
oh GER=arrive Ø D4,A,G OBL INS=peak=place DEF,F OBL hill
naan dya en Umang an gatagad ki kanen.
naan dya en umang an ga=tagad ki kanen
SPAT D4,A,G CM hermit.crab DEF,M ACT,TH,R=wait OBL 3,SG,OBL
�Oh, when (Turtle) arrived at the peak of the hill, Hermit Crab was already there waiting
for him.� (T7)

There are also some grammatical conditions which require zero reference. When the
actor of a na serial construction and the main clause are co-referential, the actor is realized
as zero in the serial clause. For example:
(39) ...dayon kanen lagan na manago Ø naan

dayon kanen lagan na mang=tago Ø naan
then 3,SG,ABS run LK ACT,TH,R,RP=hide Ø SPAT,DEF

ta bagol.
ta bagol
OBL coconut.shell
�... then he (Turtle) ran (Ø) hiding under a coconut shell.� (T4)

A relative clause also has zero reference for the participant referred to in the head
noun phrase, but the affix of the verb in the relative clause cross-references the head noun.
In example 40 the Theme of the relative clause, ake na papa �my dad�, is referred to with
zero in the relative clause.

RELATIVE CLAUSE
(40) Ake na Papa na nabilin Ø ta Cagayancillo

ake na papa na na=bilin Ø ta Cagayancillo
1,SG,POSS LK dad LK ACT,TH,R,PAST=leave Ø OBL Cagayancillo
gangasebe gid ta miad tak sikad man pelles ta
ga=ngasebe gid ta miad tak sikad man pelles ta
ACT,TH,R=sad INS OBL well because very also windy
OBL
Cagayancillo.
Cagayancillo
Cagayancillo
�My father, who was left on Cagayancillo, was really very sad because (the wind) was
very strong also on Cagayancillo.� (B4)
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2.2. Tracking of Props

Both major and minor props are referred to with definite noun phrases after their
initial introduction, usually not with pronouns. The noun phrase is marked for definiteness
since the subsequent mention is identifiable. Props may be referred to with zero reference
under the same conditions as described in section 2.1.3. Example 41 illustrates a second
mention of a major prop lansang �nail� which is marked for definiteness.
(41) Pagtikang ko na muli aren en

pag=tikang ko na m=uli aren en
GER=step 1,SG,GEN LK ACT,TH,IRR=go.home 1,SG,ABS CM
ta ame na balay, nataran ko
ta ame na balay na=utad=an ko
OBL 1,PL,POSS LK house ACT,LOC,R,APT=step.on=___ 1,SG,ERG
lansang ya.
lansang ya
nail DEF,F
�When I took a step going home to our house, I stepped on the nail.� (B5)

Example 42 illustrates the second mention of a minor prop bari �knife�; it also is
marked for definiteness.
(42) Narwad pa bari din ya.

na=duwad pa bari din ya
CIRC,TH,R=loss also knife 3,SG,GEN DEF,F
�His knife was lost.� (B7)

Example 43 illustrates a subsequent zero reference to a minor prop iya na ulo �his
head�.
(43) Pasabunan din en ta miad iya

pa=sabon=an din en ta miad iya
ACT,LOC,R=soap=___ 3,SG,ERG CM OBL well 3,SG,POSS
na ulo asta nang en nautod Ø.
na ulo asta nang en na=utod Ø
LK head until only CM CIRC,TH,R=cut Ø
�He soaped up his head well until (his head) fell off.� (T3)

2.3. Fronted Noun Phrases in Participant Referencing

Kagayanen noun phrases and pronouns normally follow the predicate. However,
under specifiable circumstances the noun phrase may occur before the predicate. The
major conditions for fronting are: beginning of a new discourse unit, change from event
line to a narrator�s comment on background information, change of topic, contrast of two
or more participants and negative constructions.
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Fronted noun phrases mark the beginning of the three major units of a story:
introduction, body, and conclusion. Example 44 illustrates the fronting of the first person
emphatic pronoun in the introduction to a biography.
(44) Na yaken i tise a pa, ta

na yaken i tise a pa ta
when 1,SG,ABS,EMPH DEF,N small 1,SG,ABS INC when
pag-iskwila ko ta ilimintarya dili ko
pag=iskwila ko ta ilimintarya dili ko
GER=school 1,SG,GEN OBL elementary NEG 1,SG,ERG
malipatan.
ma=lipat=an
STAT,TH,IRR=forget=___
�When I was still small, when I was going to elementary school I cannot forget.� (B9)

Example 45 illustrates a fronted noun phrase as the first event on themain story line.
(45) Kasilingan nay gailing ta ame

kasilingan nay ga=iling ta ame
neighbors 1,PL,EX,GEN ACT,TH,R=come OBL 1,PL,EX,POSS
na balay na makig-ambit ta nutsibwina nay.
na balay na ma=kig-ambit ta nutsibwina nay
LK house LK ACT,AG,IRR=partake OBL midnight.supper 1,PL,EX,GEN
�Our neighbors came to our house to partake in our (Christmas or New Year�s Eve)
midnight supper.� (B1)

Fronted noun phrases also occur in the first clause of the conclusion to a story, when
the clause expresses a comment by the author, and not just the final resulting events of the
story line. The fronted noun phrase in this situation is usually a demonstrative, as in
example 46.
(46) Yi ake na inagian na asta

yi ake na in=agi=an na asta
D1,DEM,FRNT,ABS,G 1,SG,POSS LK NR,LOC=pass=___ LK until
anduni dili ko gid malipatan.
anduni dili ko gid ma=lipat=an
now/today NEG 1,SG,ERG INS STAT,TH,IRR=forget=___
�This is my experience which until now I really cannot forget.� (B4)

Fronted noun phrases also occurwhen the narrator gives background information that
he thinks will help the addressee understand the story, as in example 47. This sentence
helps the audience to understand the quote of a participant in the previous sentence in the
story.
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(47) Danen i naan kon Mantubang na gaistar.
danen i naan kon Mantubang na ga=istar
3,PL,ABS DEF,N SPAT,DEF RS Mantubang LK ACT,TH,R=live
�As for them, in Mantubang was where they lived.� (T8)

Noun phrases are also fronted for other pragmatic reasons such as contrast between
participants and contrast in perspective. One type of contrast is double focus contrast
which is a correct matchup between two pairs of items, instead of just one contrasted to
another. Example 48 contrasts those in all the other sailboats and the first person plural
who is the narrator and her companions.
(48) Duma ya na blangay ubos balik ta Cagayancillo.

duma ya na blangay ubos balik ta Cagayancillo
other DEF,F LK sailboat all return OBL Cagayancillo
Kami nang gadiritso ta Anini-y.
kami nang ga=diritso ta Anini-y
1,PL,EX,ABS,EMPH only ACT,TH,R=straight OBL Anini-y
�All of the other sailboats returned to Cagayancillo.Only we went straight to Anini-y.� (B4)

Noun phrases are fronted when the topic of the story changes. In example 49 the topic
has changed from the narrator, hermother and siblings as first person plural to her father.

FRONTED NP WITH RELATIVIZED CLAUSE
(49) Ake na Papa na nabilin ta Cagayancillo

ake na papa na na=bilin ta Cagayancillo
1,SG,POSS LK dad LK ACT,TH,R,PAST=leave 0BL Cagayancillo
gangasebe gid ta miad tak sikad man pelles ta
ga=ngasebe gid ta miad tak sikad man pelles ta
ACT,TH,R=sad INS OBL well because very also windy OBL
Cagayancillo.
Cagayancillo
Cagayancillo
�My father, who was left on Cagayancillo, was really very sad because (the wind) was very
strong also on Cagayancillo.� (B4)

Fronting is obligatory for pronouns in negative constructions, as in example 50. Noun
phrases may also be fronted in negative constructions before the negative marker
indicating a new unit, new topic or contrast (example 51).
(50) Ula kanen gaparani bato ta galain

ula kanen ga=parani bato ta ga=lain
NEG 3,SG,ABS ACT,TH,R=come.close like OBL ACT,TH,R=bad
iya na beet.
Iya na beet
3,SG,POSS LK feelings
�She did not come close as though she felt bad.� (B1)
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(51) Kanen i ula gaparani bato ta galain
kanen i ula ga=parani bato ta ga=lain
3,SG,ABS DEF,N NEG ACT,TH,R=come.close like OBL ACT,TH,R=bad
iya na beet.
Iya na beet
3,SG,POSS LK feelings
�She did not come close like she felt bad.� (B1)

In summary, fronted noun phrases mark some important change in the narrative such
as the beginning of the introduction, body or conclusion, background comment, new topic
and contrasting participants. Fronting is obligatory for pronouns in negative constructions.

3. Conclusion

In this paper we have looked at the introduction and subsequent references to
participants and props in Kagayanen narratives.

Major participants are usually introduced as actors or experiencers in verbal clauses in
biographies and in prepositional phrases in thematic clauses in traditional narratives.
Major props are introduced in indefinite existential clauses especially the possessive
existential clause with an embedded verbal clause. Minor participants are introduced in
verbal clauses in any role. Minor props also are introduced in verbal clauses, often in the
oblique phrase, but never in an initiator role.

For subsequent references to participants, the weakest overt device is used which will
enable the addressee to distinguish which participant is being referred to. No more than
one participant in one sentence can be referred to with pronouns of the same person and
number. If there is only one participant on stage, pronouns are used. When more than one
participant is on the stage pronounsmay be used if there is no switch of actors of successive
clauses and no semantic competition. Nouns occur when there is referential distance or
when there is a switch in actors and semantic competition at the same time. Nouns also
occur at the beginning of sections of a narrative: title, introduction, body, conclusion and
paragraphs. Zero references occur more often in the buildup and climax of the story, in
serial constructions and in relative clauses.

Noun phrases are fronted at the beginning of the introduction, body and conclusion of
a narrative. They are also fronted in a background comment, to begin a new topic, to
contrast two or more participants and in negative constructions.
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Appendix: List of Narratives on Which This Study is Based

Biographies

Text B1 Sickness of Asthma Mr. Javier C. Carceler written
Text B2 Look Alike Mrs. Darlie B. Bundal oral
Text B3 Chickenpox Mrs. Emma B. Mampay written
Text B4 Typhoon Mrs. Veth T. Atilano written
Text B5 Stepping on a Nail Mrs. Veth T. Atilano written
Text B6 Going to Teresa Mrs. Benedicta Gapilango oral
Text B7 Badong and Giant Mr. Rudy Cayanan oral
Text B8 Wild Pig Mr. Rudy Cayanan oral
Text B9 Bird Kalilawan Mr. Malchor Bundac written
Text B10 Capsize Miss Jocelyn C. Bundal oral

Traditional Narratives

Text T1 Fish that Always Borrows Mrs. Emma B. Mampay written
Text T2 Two Brothers Mrs. Matilda C. Bundal oral
Text T3 Three Friends Mrs. Catalina D. Cayanan written
Text T4 Monkey and Turtle Miss Jocelyn C. Bundal written
Text T5 Sampagita Flower Miss Jocelyn C. Bundal written
Text T6 Two Brothers and a Friend Mr. Ruben L. Bundal oral
Text T7 Hermit Crab and Turtle Mr. Javier C. Carceler oral
Text T8 A Dead Person who Returned Mrs. Matilda C. Bundal oral
Text T9 Three Fish Mr. Javier C. Carceler oral
Text T10 Wise Men Mrs. Emma B. Mampay written
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